GET TO KNOW THE VARIOUS STYLES AND BUY ORIGINAL PAINTINGS ONLINE
Human has this undeniable urge to express themselves. This urge has led to the formation of various
types of art, and painting is one of them.
An artist uses his canvass to express a multitude of feelings and emotions that are going on in his head.
They are aesthetically pleasing and make a great decorative piece to beautify a living space.
However, in the recent past, artists were not given the due respect that they deserved. But things have
changed lately and people have started to acknowledge the artists. Now, you can buy original paintings
online and get a chance to appreciate the incredible beauty they create.
Here are the various styles of painting techniques that create awe among the art enthusiasts.
# Oil painting
One of the oldest techniques, oil paintings is quite appealing because of the use of rich and vibrant
colors. The credit of discovering this style goes to Jan Van Eyck, who hailed from the Netherlands.
However, there are various artists in today's world who have adopted his techniques and evolved it to
create masterpieces and are available to buy oil paintings online.
# Acrylic Painting
Acrylic painting has become a popular style because it dries up easily as compared to oil painting and
watercolor. When it comes to vibrancies no other color can beat this paint that is available in tubes.
Also, it gives consistency to the painting that makes it a viable option to choose.
If you want to buy original paintings online and support the artists in their endeavor to create more
stunning arts, you will get a variety of sites.
# Watercolor painting
Watercolor pictures are created with the help of colors and water whose creation is as tough as oil color
painting. The artists, with their brilliant brushstrokes, craft marvelous work of art and bring them to life.
Now it has become easy to buy original paintings online from modern artists who infuse various styles in
their painting methods.
However, the above types are the most common types of paintings that are prevalent in the art
industry. However, various other styles and genres are incorporated in modern art that includes
Surrealism, Expressionism, and Cubism etc. Apart from buying oil paintings online, these types of
paintings can be a great choice to feed your aesthetic appetite.
Here is a list of a few modern styles of paintings that artists are integrating into their artwork to express
their deepest mysteries.
# Surrealism
Founded in 1920, surreal painting has gained significant prominence globally that express the illogical,
uncanny and bizarre thing that is usually considered unnerving. Surrealist painter Salvador Dali's

masterwork The Persistence of Memory is a timeless creation that has inspired many artists throughout
ages.
Artists, who have a knack for drawing unusual things conveying profound ideas, have united to sell their
creation. You can buy original paintings online that interact with you with their timeless creation.
# Expressionism
Another modernist movement, expressionism involves personal painting style that depicts human's
attachment to this world on a darker level. The growing loneliness and the anxious association of people
with the world have prompted to create this style of painting.
This form of expression has been adopted by different artists and they sell their creation from major
platforms. Buy original paintings online to enhance the beauty of your home or office space and bring a
major difference to its appearance.
# Cubism
Cubism, an art movement initiated by Pablo Picasso and George Braque came into the limelight for their
unique two-dimensional appearances. This type of art includes various types of geometrical patterns
that bring forth human's perception from a different approach.
However, your guide to buying oil painting online cannot be fulfilled without knowing the name of
Picasso as he integrated this technique to express cubism.
You can buy paintings online from artists who follow the footsteps of Picasso and celebrate this major
form of modern art.
# Postmodernism
Postmodernism painting came into existence during the 1950s. It integrated elements from the past that
includes classical and baroque and rejected the idea of post-war modernism.
Nowadays, you can see the influence of postmodernism on modern art. To buy paintings online you can
visit numerous websites that promote artists from different parts of the country.
Moreover, artists are uniting to display their works so that art lovers get a chance to appreciate the
exquisiteness of paintings. It is a source of joy that helps a famished soul to celebrate the uniqueness of
creativity.
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